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ABSTRACT

An optical memory system includes memory cells which
utilize synthetic DNA as a component of the information
storage mechanism. In the preferred embodiment, memory
cells contain one or more chromophoric memory units
attached to a support substrate. Each chromophoric memory
unit comprises a donor, an acceptor and, at some time during
its existence, an active quencher associated with the donor
and/or the acceptor. The donor and the acceptor permit
non-radiative energy transfer, preferably by Förster energy
transfer. To write to the memory cell, the quencher is
rendered inactive, preferably by illumination with ultraviolet
light. To read, the chromophoric memory units in a read
portal are illuminated, and the read illumination is detected.
In the preferred embodiment, multiple chromophoric
memory units having resolvable read properties are con
tained within a single read portal. In this way, a multibit
word of data may be read from a single diffraction limited
read portal. In one aspect of this invention, the read portal is
subdivided into multiple write sub-locations, where each

sub-location contains chromophoric memory units with
further aspect, each sub-location provides variable output
based on wavelength, intensity and/or polarization.
acceptors which emit at spectrally resolvable colors. In a

39 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets
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2
in reflectance properties from the disk indicate the data
states. Also in the optical realm are various optical memories
which utilize magneto optic properties in the Writing and
reading of data. These disks are both read only, write once
read many (WORM") drives and multiple read-write
memories. Generally, optical media have proved to have a
larger storage capacity, but higher costs per bit and limited
write ability, as compared with magnetic media.
Several proposals have been made for using polymers for

1
DEOXYRBONUCLEICACD(DNA) OPTICAL
STORAGE USNG NON-RADATIVE
ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEENADONOR

GROUP, AN ACCEPTOR GROUPANDA
QUENCHERGROUP
RELATED APPLICATION DATA

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. appli
cation Ser. No. 08/232.233, based upon an application filed
under 35 U.S.C. S371, based on International application
PCT/US92/09827, filed Nov. 6, 1992, and published as WO
93/09128, May 13, 1993, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,565,322,
which in turn is a continuation-in-part of U.S. application
Ser. No. 07f790.262, filed Nov. 7, 1991, now abandoned,

continued as U.S. application Ser. No. 08/250,951. filed May
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conducting polymers for a molecular memory device. Both
concepts for these molecular electronic memories do not
provide a viable mechanism for inputting data (write) and
for outputting data (read).

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to information storage devices.
More particularly, it relates to the use of synthetic DNA
polymers for information storage in memory, most particu

Molecular electronic memories have been particularly

25
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such as DRAM or SRAM is associated with the CPU. This

intermediate memory is often large enough for a small
number of current applications, but not large enough to hold
all system programs and data. Mass storage memory, which
is ordinary very large, but relatively inexpensive, is rela
tively slow. While advances have been continually made in
improving the size and speed of all types of memory, and
generally reducing the cost per bit of memory, there remains

a substantial need especially to serve yet faster processors.
For the last 20 years most mass storage devices have
utilized a rotating memory medium. Magnetic media have
been used for both "floppy” (flexible) disks or "hard" disk

deformations in the disk indicates the data. The information

is read by use of a focused laser beam, in which the change

above is that a sequential memory is typically substantially
slower than a random access memory for use in most
systems.

are diffraction limited. This imposes size restrictions upon
the minimum size of a data bit, thereby limiting memory

35

density. This is an inherent limit in systems which store a
single bit of data at a given physical memory location.
Further, in all optical memory systems described above,
the information is stored on a bit-by-bit basis, such that only
a single bit of data is obtained by accessing a giving physical
location in memory. While word-wide memory access sys
tems do exist, generally they store but a single bit of
information at a given location, thereby requiring substan
tially the same amount of physical memory space whether

45

accessed in a bit manner or word-wide manner.

While systems have generally increased in speed and
storage density, and decreased in cost per bit, there remains
a clear gap at present between processor speed and system

requirements. Seegenerally, "New Memory Architectures to

SO
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drives. Information is stored by the presence or absence of
magnetization at defined physical locations on the disk.
Ordinarily, magnetic media are "read-write" memories in
that the memory may be both writtento and read from by the
system. Data is written to or read from the disk by heads

placed close to the surface of the disk.
A more recent development in rotating mass storage
media are the optical media. Compact disks are read only
memory in which the presence or absence of physical

been made, and minimal existence proofs performed, gen

The optical memories described above suffer from the
particular problem of requiring use of optical systems which

larger memories -and faster access. Recent advances in
processor speed have caused system bottlenecks in access to

memory. This restriction is critical because delays in obtain
ing instructions or data may cause significant processor wait
time, resulting in loss of valuable processing time.
Various approaches have been taken to solve these con
cerns. Generally, the solutions include using various types of
memory which have different attributes. For example, it is
common to use a relatively small amount of fast, and
typically expensive, memory directly associated with the
processor units, typically called cache memory.
Additionally, larger capacity, but generally slower, memory

disappointing in their practical results. While proposals have

erally these systems have not been converted to commercial
reality. Further, a specific deficiency of the system described

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Historically, data processing engines have been physically
and conceptually separated from the memory which stores
the data and program commands. As processor speed has
increased over time, there has been a continuous press for

Hopfield, J. J. Onuchic, J. N. and Beratan, D. N., "A
Molecular Shift Register". Science, 241, p. 817, 1988,
discloses a polymer based shift register memory which
incorporates charge transfer groups. Other workers have
proposed an electronic based DNA memory (see Robinson
et al. “The Design of a Biochip: A Self-Assembling
Molecular-Scale Memory Device". Protein Engineering,
1:295-300 (1987)). In this case, DNA is used with electron

reference.

larly secondary optical storage mass memory.

electronic based molecular memories. For example,

Boost Performance". Tom R. Halfhill, Byte. July, 1993, pp
86 and 87. Despite the general desirability of memories
which are faster, denser and cheaper per bit, and the specific
critical need for mass memory which can meet the demands
of modern day processor systems speed, no completely
satisfactory solution has been advanced heretofore. The
fundamental limitations on the currently existing paradigms
cannot be overcome by evolutionary enhancements in those
systems. This invention constitutes a new memory para
digm.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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Synthetic DNA polymers are used as an optical storage
media for memory. In the preferred embodiment, a three
dimensional memory is formed having three spatial dimen
sions. Multiple bit information is read as different color
wavelengths of light emitted through diffraction limited
optical portals on the surface of the media.

5,787,032
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Structurally, a planar substrate (x-y dimension) has
multiple, physically separate read portals or read locations
disposed upon its surface. In the preferred embodiment, the
substrate is disk shaped and the read portals are arranged in
radial tracks or on a decreasing radius spiral around the
center of the substrate. The read portal is that area which will
be illuminated by a read illumination source to provide
output from the memory. The read portal contains within it
one or more DNA chromophoric memory units. In the
preferred embodiment, each DNA chromophoric memory
unit is composed of a DNA template, onto which are
attached donor and acceptor units. Functionalized DNA
polymers have various arrangements of chromophoric
donors, chromophoric acceptors and quenchers. The
quenchers are associated with the donor and/or the acceptor.
The functionalized DNA polymers containing the donor?
acceptor/quencher groups are arranged on the planar surface
of the media so as to project into the z-spatial dimension.

10

read portal of approximately 1 micron. 16 separate write

5

The chromophoric memory unit is attached to the substrate.
To write to the memory, the response properties of the

chromophoric memory unit are changed. In the preferred
embodiment, a photochemical reaction destroys or inacti
vates the quencher. A write source serves as the illumination
source for the photochemical reaction. In the preferred

embodiment, the quencher may be inactivated by light, most
preferably UV light, and is formed with photocleavable
linkers, or by derivitization of chromophore molecules with
photoactive groups. Thus, the basic memory information is
determined by whether the quencher is active or not.
To read from the memory, preferably a single wavelength

30

light is used to illuminate the read portal. A read illumination

source illuminates the read portal, including the various
chromophoric memory units contained within the portal.

providing excitation illumination to the donor units in the
chromophoric memory units. If the quencher is not active,
the chromophoric memory unit, via the acceptor, radiates to
the read detector. However, if the quencher is active, no
output occurs. In this way, all chromophoric memory units
in a read portal may be simultaneously probed. If multiple
chromophoric memory units having various output wave
lengths or other detectable parameters are included within a
read portal, a multiple bit or word-wide output may be
obtained from a diffraction limited read portal.
In the preferred embodiment, the chromophoric memory
unit utilizes energy transfer between the donor and acceptor,

35

sublocations may be formed. Utilizing separate chro
mophoric acceptors for each of the write sublocations results
in a 16 bit wide word output from the read portal. Utilizing
one of the variations of wavelength shift substrates, intensity
states and/or polarization states can directly produce a 64-bit
wide word from a single sub-micron sized or diffraction
limited read portal.
Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide an
improved mass storage system.
It is yet a further object of this invention to provide a mass
storage system with word-wide data output from a single
potentially diffraction limited read location.
It is yet a further object of this invention to increase the
planar surface storage density and capacity of memory.
It is an object of this invention to provide a memory
having an increased data transfer rate.
It is yet a further object of this invention to provide a
nanoscale storage location for memory applications.
It is a object of this invention to utilize functionalized
synthetic DNA polymers for non-biological applications.
It is yet a further object of this invention to provide a write
once read many (WORM) disk drive.
It is yet a further object of this invention to utilize
synthetic DNA polymers as a memory material.
It is yet a further object of this invention to utilize
synthetic DNA polymers as a nanofabrication material.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

45

via the Förster energy transfer mechanism. Forster energy

transfer is a non-radiative energy transfer mechanism which
utilizes dipole-dipole coupling. The energy transfer mecha
nism allows a single wavelength of light to excite all
acceptor chromophores.
In one embodiment, multiple write wavelengths are used
to selectively activate or deactivate separate wavelength
sensitive quenchers. If multiple wavelength sensitive
quenchers are utilized, the various chromophoric memory
units located within a given read portal may have various
chromophoric responses. Multiple write wavelengths may
then be selectively used to activate or inactivate quenchers.
Upon illumination from the read illumination source, those
chromophoric memory units whose output is not quenched
will provide multiple wavelength output to the read detector.
However, those chromophoric memory units whose output
is quenched will not provide output.
In another embodiment, the read or optical portal is
further spatially subdivided (x-y dimension) into multiple
write sublocations. Each write sublocation is written to
separately from the other write sublocations in a read portal.

4
In the preferred embodiment, a given write sublocation
contains chromophoric memory units whose primary output
wavelength is spectrally resolvable as compared to the
output from other write sublocations. By writing separately
to the individual write sublocations, a single quencher
material may be used for multiple read wavelengths.
In another aspect of this invention, the output of the read
wavelength from the write sublocation may be varied. In the
preferred embodiment, small wavelength shift substrates,
various intensity states and/or polarization states may be
affected by the use of multiple quenchers activated by
different write wavelengths. By way of example, utilizing a

FIGS. 1a and 1b show a perspective view of a schamatic
the DNA optical storage system.
FIG. 2 shows a perspective, stylized view of the optical
memory.

FIG. 3 shows a schematic version of a nonhybridized
donor and acceptor adjacent a DNA backbone.
FIG. 4 shows a schematic version of hybridized DNA

with basic Forster energy transfer.
55

FIG. S shows the basic photo-write operation.
FIG. 6 shows the hybridized DNA with energy transfer
quenched.
FIG. 7 shows a schematic overview of the operation, in
FIG. 7a showing an off state, in FIG. 7b the photowrite
process, and in FIG. 7c the read step.
FIGS. 8a, 8b, 8c show the write mechanism in schematic
detail.
FIG. 9 shows the read mechanism in schematic detail.

65

FIGS. 10a and 10b shows the organization on unique and
repetitive sequences.
FIG. 11 shows multiple write sublocations within a read
portal.
FIG. 12 shows various write sublocations having second
ary variations.

5,787,032
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FIGS. 13a and 13b show an organized DNA photonics
Structure.

FIG. 14 shows a perspective view of the read detector

system.

FIG. 15 shows a perspective view of the write device.
FIG. 16 shows multi-wavelength spectra for various
acceptor units.
FIG. 17 shows an enhanced DNA polymer map.
FIG. 18 shows the DNA attachment chemistry cycle.

5

connection with FIGS. 5, 7, 8 and 15.

O
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on the order of 1 micron wide.

memory unit for simplicity. The chromophoric memory unit

16 operates as a memory, that is, to indicate the state of
information, based upon the presence or absence of effective
quenching. When a quencher is active in conjunction with a
donor and/or acceptor of a given chromophoric memory unit
16, such unit would not emit radiation from the acceptor
under illumination of the donor. If no effective quenching
occurs, the acceptor will reradiate energy received by the
donor and transferred to it through a non-radiative transfer
process. Thus, the absence of a quencher may be considered
to be a "1" and the presence of a quencher considered to be
a data bit “0”. Of course, the convention of “1” and "0" may
be reversed. While a digital scenario is presented, the

35
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causes emission to the detector 22 at wavelength A.
However, since the chromophoric memory unit 16 (labelled
CMU2) is quenched, the readillumination 20 does not result
in output at X FIG. 1b shows the system of FIG. 1a when
the substrate 10 has rotated such that the next read portal 14
is illuminated by the read illumination. 20. Since chro
mophoric memory unit 16 labelled CMU1 is quenched, no
output occurs at A. However, since chromophoric memory
unit 16 (labelled CMU2) is not quenched, read illumination
20 causes output at wavelength to detector 22.
Expanding the examples of FIGS. 1a and 1b, if the
chromophoric memory units 16 had units CMU1 and CMU2
which were quenched, there would be no output at either A

or A. Conversely, if both chromophoric memory units 16
labelled CMU1 and CMU2 were not quenched, there would
be output from the optical portal 14 upon read illumination
20 at both wavelength A and .
In its simplest embodiment, each read portal 14 could
contain but a single type of chromophoric memory unit.
Information would be stored based upon the quenching or
absence of quenching in the chromophoric memory unit 16.
Each read portal 14 would hold a single bit of information.
In the more preferred embodiment, the read portal 14
contains multiple chromophoric memory units 16 which
provide resolvable output information. In this way, read
illumination 20 on a single read portal 14 can produce a
multibit word read. An effective 3-dimensional physical
memory is thus formed, two dimensions being formed by the
planar (x-y) dimensions of the read portal 14 and one
dimension (z) being formed by arrangement of the chro
mophores in the DNA polymers, where information is
output as multiple wavelengths. Parallel data access results
in an effectively 4-dimensional memory.
One advantage of such structure is the increase in density
of the memory. If the dimension of the optical read illumi
nation 20 is constrained to be a certain size, such as a

minimum size imposed by diffraction limits, the ability to
provide resolvable data in the wavelength variable greatly
increases the physical storage capacity of the memory. The
type of memory described in connection with FIG. 1 is
generally of the type which is write once, read many or

chromophoric memory units could also be designed to emit

'WORM' dives.

in an "analog" fashion, such as intensity or flux levels.
The operation of the memory system in a simple embodi

ment is shown in FIGS. 1a and 1b. This illustrates a memory

in which each read portal 14 contains two distinct chro
mophoric memory units 16. These two units are distinct in
that they have a detectable difference in their output, such as
spectrally resolvable wavelengths, intensity differences or
polarization states. In the preferred embodiment, each chro

source below the planar surface of the media. In both cases,
the read beam impinges the media from the z-direction. In
the drawing of FIG. 1a, the right hand complete optical
portal 14 is illuminated by light 20, and provides output at
to a detector 22. Since chromophoric memory unit 16
(labelled CMU1) is not quenched the read illumination 20

In the preferred embodiment, each read portal 14 would be

The read portals 14 contain multiple chromophoric
memory units 16. Each chromophoric memory unit contains
at least a donor, an acceptor, and, at some time during its
existence, an associated quencher. The linear synthetic DNA
polymers which compose the chromophoric memory unit
are preferably arranged in the z-dimension, relative to the
planar (x-y) surface.
The chromophoric memory unit 16 is taken to be the basic
memory element of the system. A given read portal 14 may
contain multiple identical chromophoric memory units 16,
the structure of FIG. 1 showing a single chromophoric

In the read operation, as the substrate 10 rotates around its
axis of revolution 18, a first read portal 14 would be
illuminated by light 20 from a read illumination source. The
read illumination or beam can be applied through the
detector device via a dichroic mirror or from an illumination

DETALED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a portion of the optical
memory in accordance with this invention. A substrate 10
includes at least a first planarface 12 on which multiple read
portals 14 may be located. An artbitrary x-y-Z coordinate
system is shown, where the x-y plane is parallel to the planar
face 12 of the substrate 10, and the z-axis is perpendicular
to the planar face 12. The substrate is preferably in the form
of a round platter or platten. In the preferred embodiment,
the substrate 10 is adapted to be rotated about a central axis
of rotation 18. The read portals 14 are those physically
defined locations in which various chromophoric memory
units 16 are located. The read portal 14 may be formed in
any geometric shape desired, such as a circle, oval, square
or rectangle. Generally, the shape of the read portal 14 is
based upon ease of manufacture and the ability to write to
and read from a given read portal 14. As desired, the read
portal 14 may be formed directly on the substrate 12, or
alternatively, may be formed in a well or lowered region
beneath the planar surface 12 or on a locally raised surface.

6
mophoric memory unit will provide a spectrally resolvable
different wavelength as an output. Further, each chro
mophoric memory unit 16 is either quenched (designated
"Q") or not quenched (designated "NQ"). This quenching
state is set during the write operation, which is illustrated in

65

FIG. 2 shows a perspective, stylized view of the optical
memory. The substrate 10 has multiple optical portals 14
disposed upon its surface 12. The optical memory would
include many other such optical portals 14, but the number
is reduced here for simplicity. The condition of the portals 14
in FIG. 2 is schematic in that each portal 14 is shown
outputting read illumination. This ordinarily would occur

5,787,032
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Conversely, since quencher 74 labeled Q2 inhibits acceptor

7
only from a single optical portal 14 at a given time under
action of the readillumination. The right most read portal 14
shows five separate output radiations 24. The remaining
optical portal 14 viewed from right to left respectively show

78 labeled A2, no read energy occurs at wavelength. A
FIG. 8 shows various forms of write mechanism. Selec
tive quenching is required to control the energy transfer
process. Generally, three types of quenchers are preferred.
The first group (FIG. 7a) involves UV sensitive quencher
molecules 82 that are proximal to the fluorescent acceptor
84, and which prevent light emission. Upon exposure to UV

output of 3, 5, 2, 1 and 2 wavelengths 24. The output
wavelengths 24 are intended to indicate output from chro
mophoric memory units which do not have their outputs
quenched at these various output wavelengths 24.
Additionally, FIG. 2 shows output wavelength 24 at varying
heights intended to indicate intensity. The intensity of the
output wavelength 24 is correlated with the amount of
chromophoric memory units at a given wavelength which
are not quenched.
FIG.3 shows a schematic view of self-organized building
blocks. Here, a chromophore donor 30 and acceptor 32 have

15

FIG. 4 shows a hybridized structure in which the donor 40
and acceptor 42 are hybridized with the template 44. In this
arrangement, energy transfer can occur between the donor
40 and acceptor 42. When readillumination 20 irradiates the
donor 40, energy transfer may occur to the acceptor 42

25

not hybridized with the template sequence 34. Thus, even
when subject to read illumination 20, no energy transfer
occurs between the donor 30 and acceptor 32. The base
sequences shown are illustrative only of the concept, and are
not actual intended sequences.

which results in radiation of energy shown as A. Energy

transfer refers to the photonic process in which energy from
the donor molecule 40 is transferred to the acceptor mol

ecule 42 nonradiatively via dipole-dipole coupling. The
acceptor 42 reemits light at a longer wavelength than the
read illumination wavelength 20. Such dipole-dipole energy

30

have attachment mechanisms 100 to connect to backbones

35

units are added, then more information can be stored in the

transfer is referred to as Forster energy transfer. This process

is highly dependent on the distance between molecular
centers, the phenomenon having a 1/r distance dependency
where r equals half the distance between molecular centers.
FIG. 5 shows a schematic version of the basic photowrite
process. A series of donors 50 are associated with acceptors
52 such as acceptor A and A. The acceptors 52 and donors
50 may be hybridized with a template (not shown). Quench
ers 54 are disposed in effective proximity to acceptors 32.

The quencher 54 labelled Q, is shown to be inhibited by the
action of the write wavelength 40, as indicated by the "x".
The quencher 54 labelled Q2 is shown subject to a destruc
tive photo-write action from the write wavelength 40 as
indicated by its disassociation from its attachment. FIG. 6

z-dimension. A synthetic DNA polymer containing 1000
nucleotides, could contain as many as 50 repetitive or
unique-repetitive chromophoric unit sequences, and would
extend approximately 340 nanometers (nm) in the

In one aspect of this invention, the read portal may be

subdivided into various write subsections to increase the

width of the data word read from the read portal. FIG. 11
45

shows a perspective view of a read portal 110 having 16
write subsections 112 located within the read portal 110. The
write subsections 112 are defined to be those physical areas
to which unique writing can occur. Utilizing current illumi
nation techniques, an individual write sublocation 112 may

be sized approximately (4 micron). For a 1 micron read

50

portal 110, 16 individual write subsections 112 can be

included therein. While the write subsections 112 are shown

55

as square in F.G. 11, they may be of any shaped desired,
other preferable shapes including substantially circular or
oval. Such a structure provides both spatial and spectrally
resolvable aspects. If each write sublocation 112 contains
acceptors which radiate at wavelengths which are spectrally
resolvable from those wavelengths of the other write sub
locations 112, the structure of FIG. 11 would result in the

output of a 16-bit wide word for a single read illumination
of the read portal 110. The various output wavelenghts are

shown in FIG. 11 as , , , , and continued on shown
as As A and 16. In this embodiment, a single write

written to by write energy 76 at wavelength. As shown in
FIG. 7(c), during the read operation, read illumination at
wavelengths. A provides energy to the donors 72. Since
acceptors 78 labeled A1 and A3 are not subject to the
influence of quenchers 74 labeled Q1 and Q3, radiative
emission of read energy 80 may occur at both A and X.

102. The use of repetitive sequences allows more chro
mophoric units to be arranged in the z-dimension. The
additional units increase or amplify the read signal.
Additionally, if more "unique-repetitive" chromophoric

Z-dimension.

shows a donor 60 and acceptor 62 hybridized with a DNA
backbone or template 64. A quencher 66 is still shown as

present. Accordingly, the excitation radiation 20 Ao will be
received by the donor 60, and passed to the acceptor 62, but
energy will not be radiated by the acceptor 62 because of the
presence of the quencher 66.
FIG.7 shows a schematic version of the overall operation
of the memory. In FIG.7a, multiple chromophoric memory
units are shown in the "off" stage, prior to any writing to the
memory. Pairs of quenchers and acceptors 70 are located in
effective energy transferrelationship with the donors 72. As
shown in FIG. 7b, during the photo-write operation, the
write wavelength effective for various quencher groups acts
upon the quenchers responsive thereto. For example, the
quencher 74 labelled Q1 is inhibited by the write wavelength
76 labeled A. The quencher 74 labeled Q3 is destructively

radiation 86, the quencher 82 is inactivated (shown by an X
in FIG. 7a) leaving the acceptor 84 free to reemit. The
second mechanism (FIG. 7b) involves quencher molecules
86 which are organized proximal to the acceptor 84 by
photocleavable linkers. Upon UV irradiation, the link is
broken, allowing the quencher 86 to dissociate. The third
mechanism (FIG. 7c) involves the derivitization of the
acceptor 84 with photoactive groups 88. The quencher 88
makes the acceptor 84 nonfluorescent or "caged". Irradiation
with UV light uncages the acceptor 84 and permits energy
transfer and subsequent light emissions.
FIG. 9 shows an end on view of three chromophoric
memory units 90 attached to substrate 92. Each chro
mophoric memory unit 90 includes a template 92 to which
the donors 94 and acceptors 96 may be attached. The
chromophoric memory units 90 terminate in an attachment
mechanism 98 which serves to anchor them to the substrate
10. Short illustrative sequences are shown for various
donors 94 and acceptors 96 attached to complementary
backbone sequences 92.
FIG. 10 shows the organization of DNA polymers on
unique and repetitive attachment sequences. Substrates 10
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wavelength may be utilized provide that it may be focused
then to a single write sublocation 112. The dimensions for
the preferred embodiment are shown on the figures.
FIG. 12 illustrates another aspect of this invention in
which a read portal 120 contains multiple spatially resolved
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write sublocations 122 wherein within a given write sublo
cation 122 one or more detectable parameters are involved.
Each write sublocation 122 preferably includes acceptors
which have read wavelengths which are spectrally resolv
able against all of the other read wavelengths from other
write sublocations 122. The individual write sublocations

122 have labelled therein A, A, A, A, where the

numerical subscript indicates the read detection wavelength
and the alphabetical subscript indicates the state of the
variation. One such variation is to vary the intensity for each
color. The four states may be set at various intensity levels,
for example, where =0%, I=33%, I=67% and I-100%.

These percentages are not required, and may be set as
desired to optimize detection accuracy and efficiency. A
different variation within a given write sublocation 122

involves spectral shifts of each color. For example, the 'a'

10

5

state could be no radiation from the write sublocation, the "b'

state the unmodified read wavelength, the 'c' state with the
read wavelength increased by some amount, such as 5
nanometers and the 'd' state with a read detection wave

length decreased by some amount, such as 5 nanometers.

The number of variation states available is equal to the
number of write wavelengths available. With sufficient write
wavelengths, a given read portal 120 could output 64bits per
square micron. Yet another variation involves the output
polarization of the read wavelength.
FIG. 13 shows an organized DNA photonic structure for
a complete read portal 130 and a write sublocation 132. In
the read portal 130, paired quencher and acceptor units 132
are shown having n resolvable output characteristics, such as
in spectrally resolvable wavelengths. The write sublocation
132 shows multiple pairs of quenchers and acceptors 132 in
which the acceptors will all emit at a given wavelength, but
the quenchers are subject to various resolvable write char
acteristics.

FIG. 14 shows a perspective view of an optical memory
in accordance with the invention. A planar optical disk 140
is rotatable around an axis of rotation 142. A plurality of read
portals 144 are disposed upon the surface of the optical disk
140. The optical portals 144 substantially cover the surface
of the optical disk 140. In the preferred embodiments, the
read portals 144 may be arranged in substantially circular
tracks or in a spiral configuration as utilized for conventional
optical disks or compact discs. The detector 146 is posi
tioned proximally to the read portal 144 subject to reading.
In the preferred embodiment, the detector 146 is a near field
fiber optic. Apositioning unit 148 serves to vary the spacing
between the detector 146 and the surface of the optical disk
140. A source of read illumination 150, preferably a laser, is
directed through optics to excite the chromophoric memory
units within the read portal 144. In one embodiment, a
dichroic mirror 152 may be utilized to direct the output of
the laser through the detector 146. Emitted readillumination
from the read portal 144 may be passed via the detector 146

through the optics, such as bandpass filters, including the
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chain. Such DNA is desirable for use in the instant invention

in part because of the precise geometric and distance

requirements of Forster energy transfer photonics processes.
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Further, these sequences are designed for hybridization
efficiency and specificity such that they can self-organize
reproducibly into predicted arrangements of chromophore
units. Additionally, the structures are preferably optimized

for energy transfer efficiency. Finally, it is a desired aspect
of the nucleotide sequences that they are attachable to the
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solid support, preferably the substrate 10.
These DNA sequences range from approximately 20 to
1000 nucleotides in length (i.e., base units adenine, cytosine,
thymine, and guanine). The shorter DNA polymer sequences
are generally referred to as Oligonucleotides or oligomers,
and a DNA polymer 20 nucleotides in length would be
designated a 20-mer. The actual molecular shape and size of
a 20-mer would approximate a linear rod structure about 6.8
nanometers (nm) long and 1 nm in diameter (2 nm for
double-stranded DNA). Each additional base unit would add
0.34 nm to the linear dimension. A 1000-mer would have a
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dichroic mirror 132 to a read detector 154. In the preferred
embodiment, the read detector 154 may be a single or array
of avalanche photodiodes for parallel access. The detector
154 then provides a signal on cable 156 to output electronics
158. In an alternate embodiment, the optical disk may be
illuminated from below the disk, with the detector remaining

length of approximately 340 nm. Thus, we will be working
with systems that are in the nanometer regime, reflecting a
high degree of control and specificity. And, 20-mers to
1000-mers are easily synthesized with available automated
instruments and other DNA technologies.
Sequences are preferably designed for the highest hybrid
ization efficiency and specificity so that they will self
organize reproducibly into the planned molecular connec
tions and arrangements. This precision is important because

electronic transfer and photonic transfer (Förster) processes

in the same position above the disk.

FIG. 15 shows a schematic view of the write device. The

optical disk media 140 is adapted to rotate around its axis of
rotation 142. The optical disk media 140 contains various
chromophoric memory units in which the quencher is active
in its initial state. During the course of the writing, the

10
quencher may be inactivated. Multiple sources of illumina
tion 160 are arranged to provide write illumination through
alignment optics 162, preferably alignment optics, to a z.
positioner 164 and near field fiberoptic 166. In this way, any
of the various sources of write illumination 160 may be
directed to the chromophoric memory units disposed on the
optical media 140. A write beam controller 168 is connected
to the sources of illumination 160 to selectively activate the
sources. As the optical disk media 140 rotates around its axis
of rotation, the illumination from the sources 160 as con
trolled by the controller 168 illuminate various read portals
or subportal size write locations. In this way, writing occurs
as described previously (e.g., FIG. 5. FIG.7b).
The detailed structure, sequence and chemistry of the
memory will be described below. The discussion is generally
divided to focus on DNA Design. Synthesis, Derivation,
Attachment and Organization, Activation, Hybridization,
Chromophoric Response and Write-Details.
Design
The sequences of nucleotides in the backbone 92 (FIG.9)
and complementary donor 94 and acceptor 96 sequences are
designed preferably to self-organize by hybridization into
discrete chromophoric units. The conventional nucleotide
units of adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G) and cytosine
(C) are arranged in various sequences. The conventional
pairing is used, with adenine pairing with thymine and
guanine pairing with cytosine. The conventional double
helix structure is preferably utilized, wherein the standard
radius is approximately 1.0 nm and spacing between base
pairs is approximately 0.34 nm in a linear direction along the
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are highly dependent on maintaining control over distances
between the photonic transfer groups or the charge transfer
groups. Previous work in solution phase has shown DNA
polymers can achieve this end. It is these mechanism and
their associated geometric requirements that make synthetic
DNA the optimal material for implementing a man-made
system.
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Consistent with the above stated design criteria for DNA
structures useful with this invention, various useful and
robust sets of building blocks have been formed for these
photonic systems. The following DNA sequences have been
designed for covalent attachment to metallized or silicon
dioxide features on silicon surfaces.
Multiple DNA polymer attachment sequences have been
synthesized with 3' terminal ribonucleosides. These were
designed for covalent attachment to solid supports and the
organization of chromophore labelled polymer sequences.
Twelve (12) amine or aldehyde functionalized sequences
were synthesized for reaction with chromophore groups.
From those 12 DNA sequences, 26 DNA-chromophore
derivatives were made consisting of 8 distinct colors, 1
quencher and 1 UV sensitive caged chromophore. Table 1
shows the current DNA-chromophore conjugates currently

12
ATT4 5'-GACTTGACCTGAGGACCCGATCGGCTA
GCCCCTGCT-3'
ATT-5 5-ATGTCTGACTGCAGCTCGCACGAGAGA
CTCATGAGC-A-3'
ATT6 5'-GCTAGCCCCTGCTCATGAGTCTCTCGTG
CGAGCTGC-3'

10

The following specific DNA sequences have been
designed to form templates, or to be useful as repeating
structures for spanning distances greater than substantially
100 nanometers. The template sequences (TEM) are listed
below:

TEM-1 5'-ATTGACTTGACCTGAGGACCCGATCGG
15

CTAGCC-CCAAGCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCGA
CTCTAGAG-GATCCCCGGGTACCGAGCTCGAA
TTC-3'

TEM-2 5'-GAATTCGAGCTCGGTGAATCGAGCTC

available.

GGTACCCGGGGATCCTCTAGAGTCGACCTGCA
GGCATGCAAGCTTGGCCCAAGCTTGGCTGCA

TABLE 1.

Chromophore

DNA-Chromophore Conjugates
Ex/Em(nm) DNA-Chromophore Conjugate

Fluorescein:

494,519

DO-1F, DO-2F, DO-3F, DOA,
DOB, DOC, DOD, DOE,
ET. 10-F, ET-11-F, T2-F

Rhodamine T:
Rhodamine X

544,570
570596

T2-RT
T2-RX

Bodipy 1:

558,568

E14

Bodipy 2

530,550

T2

Lucifer Yellow
Texas Red

428533
589,615

EI-10-LY, ET-11-LY
ET10-TR, ET-11-TR, ET-12R-TR,

Napthofluorescein: 600/672

ET-14-TR, E-21A-TR, T2-TR
T2-NF

Caged Carboxyfluorescein

494,519

ET-13 CF

Malachite Green

627/none

ET11-MG

GGT3'
TEM-3 5'-ACCTGCAGCCAAGCTTGGCATGATTAC

GAATTCCCGGGGATCCGTCGACCTGCAGCCA
AGCTTGGCACTAGCCTCTGAACACTCACGAC
CATA-3'
25
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TEM-4 5'TATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATGTTGTGTGG.
AATTGTGAGCGGATA-3'
TEM-5 5'-GTCATAGCTGTTTCCTGTGTGAAATTG
TTATCCGCTCACAAT-3'
TEM-6 5'-ACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGCCA
AGCTTGGCTGCAGAG-3'

Specific DNA sequences have been designed for func

tionalization with various photonic transfer (chromophore or
fluorophore) groups and electronic transfer (charge transfer)
groups. The photonic/electronic transfer sequences (PET)

"Fluorescent when uncaged by exposure to UV light < 365 mm.
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are listed below:

PET-1 5'-CCGGGGATCCTCTAGAGTCGA-3'
PET-2 5'-CCTGCAGGCATGCAAGCTTGG-3'
PET-3 5'-GCCAAGCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCGA

FIG. 16 shows a graph of the intensity as a function of
wavelength for the six polymer sequences.
The spectra for the six curves are listed below in Table 2.

CTCT-3'

PET-4 5'-AGAGGATCCCCGGGTACCGAGCTCGA
Peak

DNA-Chromophore

Excitation (nm)

Emission (nm)

l

T2 - Fluorescein

494

2

T2 - Bodipy 2

530

550

3
4.
5
6

T2 - Rhodamine T
T2 . . Rhodamine X
T2 - Texas Red
T2 - CN Fluorescein

S44
570
589
600

570
596
65
62

ATTC-3'

PET-5 5'-AGTGCCAAGCTTGGCTGCAGGTCG-3'

519

PET-65'-ACGGATCCCCGGGAATTCGTAATCATG-3'
45

FIG. 17 shows an enhanced DNA polymer map. This map

indicates the sequences of all the various DNA chromophore
units relative to the attachment sequences. The * positions
indicate the nucleotide sequence which is similar to the
sequences at the center of the diagram.
In addition to the sequences presented in FIG. 14, addi
tional sequences have been designed which allow repetitive
chromophoric DNA units to be construced. These include
the attachment sequences ATT 1-6; the template sequences
TEM-1-6; and the chromophoric sequences PET-1-C. The
attachment sequences (ATT) are listed below (5' and 3' refer
to directionality of the DNA sequence):
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nucleotide. The second nucleotide is deblocked and acti

vated at the 3'-hydroxyl with tetrazole to form a highly
reactive intermediate. The 5'-terminus is blocked with DMT

GTCAATA-3'

ATT-2 5'-CGCACTATGGTCGTGAGTGTTCAGAGG
CTATCAG-3'

straight forward task for those of ordinary skill in the art.
Automated DNA polymer synthesizers, such as those from
Applied Biosystems (Foster City, Calif.) automatically syn
thesize using conventional phosphoramidite chemistry. In
operation, the nucleoside at the 3'-terminus is attached to a
controlled pore glass support by means of a linker arm. The
5'-terminus is blocked with a dimethoxytrityl (DMT) group.
First, the support bound nucleoside is deprotected to provide

a free 5'-hydroxyl group for the attachment of the next

ATT-1 5'-GGCTAGCCGATCGGGTCCTCAGGTCAA

ATT-3 5'-GAGAGACTCATGAGCAGGGGCTAGCC
GATCGGG-A-3'

Synthesis

The synthesis of short DNA polymer sequences of from
approximately 10 to approximately 100 monomers is a
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to prevent self polymerization. Next, a capping step renders
any chains which do not undergo addition inert to further
additions. The internucleotide linkage is then oxidized from
the phosphite to the more stable phosphate. After oxidation,
the DMT is removed from the growing DNA chain and the
cycle is repeated until chain elongation is complete. Finally,
the fully assembled oligonucleotide is cleaved from the CPG
support, deprotected and purified by polyacrylamide gel

5,787,032
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7. Pool conjugate fractions. Reaction usually go to >50%

13
electrophoresis (PAGE) or high pressure liquid chromatog
raphy (HPLC) to remove failure sequences.
The attachment sequences contain 3'-terminal ribonucleo
side and are synthesized by initiating synthesis from a
ribonucleoside-CPG support. Certain homopolymer attach
ment sequences are synthesized by enzymatic reaction, and
may be purchased from commerical sources such as Sigma
Chemicals (St. Louis, Mo.). Other sequences may contain

completion.
8. Analyze 0.1 O.D. product by 20% polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis.
9. Lyophilize sample to dryness and re-suspend at 1
O.D..ful in 5 mM sodium acetate.

O

10. Load sample onto a preparative 20% PAGE and let
xylene cyanol tracking dye run ~10 cm into the gel.
11. By UV backshadowing, cut out gel slice containing

15

(0.15M sodium chloride, 0.015M sodium citrate, pH
7.0).

amine functionalities and serve as substrates for the attach

ment of chromophore molecules, including the donor,
acceptor and/or quencher molecules. These polymers have a
5'-terminal amine and internal primary amine groups. The
5'-terminal amine functionalities are automatically incorpo
rated by means of the ABI amino link to reagent. Internal
labelling of the oligonucleotide is done by several methods.
In the case of fluorescein the chromophore is automatically

13. Load the elute onto a pre-equilibrated C8 Sep Pak
(Millipore, Milford, Mass.) reverse phase column to

incorporated into the polymer at any position through use of
a fluorescein phosphormidite. For labelling with other

chromophores, an amine terminated linker arm nucleoside
phosphormidite is automatically incorporated into the poly
mer at any thymine base position.

remove contaminating polyacrylamide.

20

Derivitization

Derivitization is performed in the preferred embodiment
as follows:

The amine functionalized synthetic DNA polymers are
labelled with chromophore groups and are used in the energy
transfer, quenching and a write mechanism. Many chro
mophore groups are commerically available in reactive
forms which allow straight forward coupling chemistry to
amine groups. The different chromophores are generally

both UV absorbing and fluorescent material.
12. Crush the gel slice containing product with a mortar
and pestle and elute product overnight in 1XSSC buffer

25
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14. Wash the column with 20 mls Water.

15. Elute the product with 2 mls of 50% acetonitrile.
16. Analyze the elute spectrophometrically and then lyo
philize to dryness.
17. Resuspend final product to 1 O.D./ul in 5 mM sodium
acetate, pH 7.0. Typical yields of pure final product are
approximately 50 of the starting amount.
Attachment-Organization
FIG. 18 shows the steps associated with the preferred
attachment chemistry for affixing the chromophoric memory
units 16 to the substrate 10. (See FIG. 1). The surface of the

available in at least one of the reactive forms listed below:

substrate 90 is amine functionalized with APS. These then

1. Isothiocyanates (R-N=C=S) which form thioureas

react with aldahyde terminated DNA to form a covalent
bond.
The chromophoric memory units are attached to the
substrate, either directly or through an intermediary. In the
preferred process, a two step process is utilized. First, the
solid surface is activated with primary amine groups.
Second, the DNA attachment sequence is converted to an
intermediate form which reacts with amine groups. The
attachment chemistry is stable and robust and is successful
on a variety of substrates, including glass, silicon and metal
oxides. The support bound DNA retains all of its hybridiza
tion properties relative to hybridization efficiency and non
specific background. A surface loading factor of approxi

(R=NH-C=S-NH-R") upon reaction with
amines. Fluorescein, tetramethylrhodamine and
rhodamine X DNA conjugates are formed by this
chemistry.
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2. Succinimidyl esters (R-CO-X) which form car
boxamides R-C=O)-NH-R) upon reaction with
amines. Bodipy dyes, napthofluorescein and caged car
boxyfluorescein conjugates are formed by this chem
istry.
3. Sulfonyl chlorides (R-SOCl) which form stable
sulfonamides (R-SO2-NH-R) upon reaction
with amines. Texas Red conjugates are formed by this
chemistry.
The typical labeling conditions are as follows:
1. Dissolve the amine containing oligo in 0.25M sodium
bicarbonate, pH 9.0-9.1 to a final concentration of 1
O.D./units (-5 mM for a 20 mer). Substitute sodium

bicarbonate, pH 8.3 (uncorrected for reactions with
succinimidyl esters.
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Substrate surfaces are amine functionalized by

50

3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS, Aldrich Chemical Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.) which reacts readily with the oxide and/or
hydroxyl groups on metal and silicon surfaces and provides

a primary amine functionality. Next, the attachment

sequence is converted to a reactive dialdehyde form by the
periodate oxidation methods. The amine and aldehyde
groups react readily to form a stable imine or Schiff's base.
The APS reaction is performed by treating the desired
surface for 30 minutes with a 10% (v/v) solution of APS in

2. Dissolve the amine reactive chromophore derivative in
anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) to a final con
centration of ~100 mM.

3. Combine 10 ul of DNA and 20 ul chromophore,
chromophore/DNA and incubate at room temperature

toulene at 50° C. The surface is then washed 3 times in

for 1-2 hours.

toulene, 3 times in alcohol and then air dried for 60 minutes

4. Add 5ul concentrated ammonia to quench unreacted

at 50° C. The resultant surface is amine functionalized and

material.

is extremely reactive to aldehyde groups present on the
periodate oxidized attachment sequences.

5. Purify the material by passing through a G-25 Sepha
dex column (0.9x10 cm) equilibrated in 5 mM sodium

Activation

acetate, pH 7.0
6. Collect fractions and measure absorbance on spectro

phometer from 230-650 nm. DNA absorbs at ~260 nm
and the chromophore absorbs at its excitation maxi

mately 10-10 DNA attachment sequences per micron is

obtained.
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DNA activation is accomplished in the preferred embodi
ment by the following process. The 3'-terminal ribonucle
otide terminus of the attachment sequences is converted to
a terminal dialdehyde by the periodate oxidized method. The
periodate oxidation reaction is performed as 1 O.Dful. 1

5,787,032
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volume of 0.1M sodium acetate, pH 5.2 and 1 volume of
0.45M sodiumperiodate (made fresh in water) is added. The
reaction is stirred and incubated at room temperature for at
least 2 hours protected from light. The reaction mix is then
loaded onto a Sephadex G-10 column (pasteur pipette,
0.6X5.5 cm) which is equilibrated in 0.1M sodium
phosphate, pH 7.4. Fractions (200 ul) are collected and 2 ul
aliquots are spoted onto silica TLC plates. The UV absorb
ing fractions are combined and contain the activated DNA
polymer.
The solid support materials is rinsed with 0.1M sodium
phosphate, pH 7.4. Aspirate and add buffer sufficient to
cover the chips, add the periodate oxidized attachment
sequences, at minimum 1 O.D. per cm of surface area. Mix
well and react 1-2 hours at room temperature. The carbonyl
compounds form covalent adducts with amines by dehydra

16
techniques, peak separations of from approximately 10 to 20
nanometers between each color are resolvable.

Various photoactive groups with selective UV absorption
characteristics useful for the write mechanism include:

10

15

tion to imines or Schiff's bases. The DNA substrate are then

washed twice with sodium phosphate buffer, twice with
1xSSC, 0.1% SDS (WB=0.15M sodium chloride, 0.015M
sodium citrate, pH 7.0 and 0.1% (wfy) sodium dodecyl
sulfate) and twice with 1xSSC (0.15M sodium chloride,

scene excitation and emission maxima, 490 and 520

0.015M sodium citrate, pH 7.0). The derivatized materials
are used immediately or stored dry.
Hybridization

The preferred hybridization process is accomplished uti
lizing any techniques satisfactory to meet the functional
criteria of the invention. In the preferred embodiment, the

25

1. An optical memory comprising:
a plurality of read portals disposed on a substrate, and
chromophoric memory units disposed within the read
portals, each chromophoric memory unit adapted to

receive photonic energy and to re-emit energy based
upon the action or non-action of a quencher.

C). For example, the hybridization temperature for ET-10AL
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temperature is 10° C. lower (45° C) to maximize the extent
of hybridization. The support substrates are washed 3 times
in prewarmed WB attemperature, 1 minute each. Finally the
support substrates are rinsed in 1XSSC at RT and dried by
canned air (i.e., Dust-Off). The support substrates are
mounted on a glass slide and observed by epifluorescence
with a Jenna Epifluorescent microscope fitted with a
Hamamatsu intensified CCD (ICCD) camera imaging sys
ten.

A loading factor of approximately 10-10' attachment

45

sequences/um is generally adequate. The loading factor is

variable because the APS chemistry modifies the oxides or

hydroxyl groups whose concentration is dependent upon
processing factors.
Chromophoric Response
Chromophoric groups which emit fluorescence in the
generally 500-800 nanometer range and are reactive with
DNA and the amine labelling chemistry are listed below:
Fluorescent Donor/Acceptor Derivatives
Texas Red (Em=610 nm)
Rhodamine (Em-580 nm)

SO
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Bodipy Dyes (Em=503,514,550,568,570,588,594 nm)
Lucifer Yellow (Em=528 mm)
Fluorescein (Eme=520 mm)
Cascade Blue (EmeA25 mm)
Non-Fluorescent Donor/Quencher Derivatives

The various wavelengths output from a read portal must
be spectrally resolvable. Utilizing current detection

2. The optical memory of claim 1 where the substrate is
a round platter.
3. The optical memory of claim 2 where the read portals
are disposed upon the platter in radial tracks.
4. The optical memory of claim 2 where the read portals
are located on a radial spiral.
5. The optical memory of claim 1 wherein the read portals
include multiple write sublocations.
6. The optical memory of claim 5 wherein each of the

multiple write sublocations has resolvable read parameters.
7. The optical memory of claim 6 wherein the resolvable

read parameter is wavelength.
8. The optical memory of claim 6 wherein the resolvable
read parameter is intensity.
9. The optical memory of claim 6 wherein the resolvable
read parameter is polarization.
10. The optical memory of claim 1 wherein the substrate
has a substantially planar surface upon which the read
portals are disposed.

11. The optical memory of claim 10 wherein the read
portals are planar to the substrate surface.
12. The optical memory of claim 10 wherein the read
portals are located below the substrate surface.
13. The optical memory of claim 10 wherein the read
portals are disposed in wells below the substrate surface.

14. The optical memory of claim 10 wherein the read

Dimethylaminophenylazophenyl (DABITC)
Reactive Red
Malachite Green

nanometers, respectively. See FIG. 15.
Although the invention has been described with respect to
specific preferred embodiments, many variations and modi
fications may become apparent to those skilled in the art. It
is therefore the intention that the appended claims be inter
preted as broadly as possible in view of the prior art to
include all such variations and modifications.
We claim:

following hybridization technique is used. The DNA support
substrates are hybridized for 5 minutes with 100-200 nM
complementary polymer sequences containing a fluorescent
group at 37°-50° C. in 5xSSC, 0.1% SDS (HB). The
hybridization temperature is estimated by the DNA sequence
composition and by using the formula, T=(2XAT)+(4xG/
would be (2x8)+(4x10)=56° C. The actual hybridization

p-Methoxybenzyl Ethers -280 nm
p-Nitrobenzyl Ethers -280 nm.
p-methoxyphenacyl Esters ~300 nm.
o-Nitrobenzyl Ethers -320 nm.
Pyrenymethyl Esters -340 nm
bis-2-Nitrobenzyl Acetals -350 nm
Write Details-The caging group approach has been
prepared as follows. A cage fluorescein (fluorescein-bis
dimethoxynitrobenzyl ether) is commerically available as a
succinimidyl ester derivative. An ET-13-caged fluorescein
(ET-13-CF) conjugate is made. The compound is intrinsi
cally nonfluorescent until exposed to UV radiation at less
than 365 nanometers. Upon irradiation, the compound
becomes intensely fluorescent at the characteristic fluor
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portals are raised above the substrate surface.
15. The optical memory of claim 10 wherein the read
portal is substantially circular.
16. The optical memory of claim 10 wherein the read
portal is substantially square.
17. The optical memory of claim 1 where the chro
mophoric memory unit includes:

5,787,032
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a DNA template,
a donor group.
an acceptor group, and
a quencher group.
18. An optical memory comprising:
a support substrate,
an attachment mechanism attached to the substrate, and

a chromophoric memory unit coupled to the attachment
mechanisms, the chromophoric memory unit
comprising.
a DNA template, and
functionalized DNA including a donor group, an acceptor
group and a quencher group.
19. The optical memory of claim 18 wherein the substrate
is chosen from the following group: silicon, silicon dioxide
and metal.

20. The optical memory of claim 18 wherein the attach
ment mechanism is chosen from the following group: cova
lent bonding, ionic bonding.
21. The optical memory of claim 18 wherein the donor
group is fluorescein.

18
a DNA template, and
functionalized DNA groups attached to the template
including: a donor group, an acceptor group, and a
quencher.
31. An optical memory player for reading from a memory
array, the memory array including multiple read portals
which contain chromophoric memory units adapted to pro
vide a multibit output, comprising:
an illumination source operatively positioned to illumi
nate a read portal on the memory array,
a motion device adapted to receive the memory array
containing the read portals and to cause relative motion
of the read portals and the illumination source, and
a detector for resolving the multibit output from the read
portal.
32. The optical memory player of claim 31 where the
motion device imports rotational motion to the memory
array.

33. The optical memory player of claim 31 wherein the
detector spectrally resolves the wavelengths emitted from
the read portal.
22. The optical memory of claim 18 wherein the acceptor
34. The optical memory player of claim 31 wherein the
group is selected from the following group: Fluorescenin, 25 detector resolves polarization states from the read portal.
Bodipy 2, Rhodemine T, Rhodamine X, Texas Red, CN
35. The optical memory player of claim 31 wherein the
Fluorescein.
detector resolves wavelength and polarization from the read
23. The optical memory of claim 18 wherein the quencher portal.
group is selected from the following group: Malachite
36. A method for storing data comprising the steps of:
Green, DABTC, Reactive Red.
forming
a chromophoric memory unit by hybridizing a
24. The optical memory of claim 18 wherein the donor
DNA
template with at least one donor group, one
group and acceptor group are in proximal relation to permit
acceptor
group and a quencher group,
non-radiative energy transfer.
writing to the chromophoric memory unit to place said
25. The optical memory of claim 24 wherein the non
radiative energy transfer uses dipole-dipole coupling.
chromophoric memory unit in one of two states, a first
26. The optical memory of claim 25 wherein the non
state being the effective quenched state and a second
radiative energy transfer is Forster transfer.
state being an inactivated quench state, and
27. A DNA optical memory cell comprising:
reading from the chromophoric memory unit by illumi
a support mechanism,
nating the chromophoric memory unit with optical
radiation and detecting the presence or absence of
an attachment mechanism coupled to the support
mechanism, and

DNA structure adapted to receive photonic energy and to
reemit energy based upon the effective presence of a
quencher, the attachment mechanism serving to attach
the support mechanism to the DNA structure.
28. The optical memory cell of claim 27 wherein the
support mechanism comprises a substrate.
29. The optical memory cell of claim 27 wherein the DNA
structure comprises a chromophoric memory unit.

reemitted radiation.

37. The method for storing data of claim 36 wherein the
quenching is performed by inactivating the quencher group
via UV light.

38. The method of claim 36 wherein the quenching is
performed by the breakage of photo cleavable linkers.
39. The method of claim 36 wherein the quenching is
performed by derivitization of chromophore molecules with
the photoactive groups.

30. The optical memory of claim 29 wherein the chro

mophoric memory unit includes:
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